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**Abstract:** Individual viral-templated Au/CdSe core-shell nanowires were synthesized and electrically characterized at room temperature. The Au nanowire cores were constructed using a genetically-modified filamentous M13 bacteriophage as a scaffold. Au nanoparticles were selectively bound to the viruses and used as seeds for electroless deposition, forming continuous Au nanowires. The nanocrystalline CdSe shell material which formed a coaxial heterojunction with the Au nanowire was created by electrodeposition.

Electrical characterization of the Au nanowires revealed resistance variations associated with the viral-templated assembly process. The photoelectrical response of the core-shell nanowires was used to assess the interaction between the two component materials. A correlation was found between the dark current of the Au/CdSe core-shell nanowire and the magnitude of the collected photocurrent.
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1. **Introduction**

Driven by scaling requirements and the pursuit of novel material properties, nanotechnology has advanced rapidly. Given the shortcomings of man-made tools for precise nanoscale assembly, many researchers have looked to biology for inspiration. The natural world uses biomolecules such as peptides and proteins to expertly direct the assembly of inorganic materials. The organic-inorganic interface controls assembly on multiple length scales ranging from nanoscale to macroscale depending on the required function. Researchers have begun to harness this extraordinary assembly capability to make a variety of devices by integrating peptides or proteins able to bind technologically significant materials into the structural proteins of
viruses. This approach has allowed the realization of unique device geometries, as well as the opportunity for enhanced performance and functionality.[1-5] One area of viral-assisted assembly that has yet to be fully explored is the formation of core-shell materials. Although ensembles or arrays of viral-templated core-shell nanowires have been studied for battery electrodes or photocurrent collection, discrete viral-templated core-shell nanowires have not yet been reported.[1, 6] Single nanowire studies offer greater insight into the construction of these increasingly complex and hierarchical structures. Here, we investigate individual Au/CdSe core-shell nanowires assembled using a filamentous viral scaffold. The high aspect ratio virus served as the template for the seeded electroless deposition of the Au core followed by the electrodeposition of the CdSe shell. The core and shell provided complementary properties: the conductive pathway of a metal nanowire and the efficient photon absorption and carrier generation associated with nanocrystalline semiconductor material. The combination of lithographically patterned substrates, viral-assisted assembly and electrochemical deposition allowed us to provide detailed electrical and photoelectrical analysis of the Au nanowire cores, as well as the resulting Au/CdSe core-shell nanowires. This in turn allowed a better understanding of the interactions between the core and shell materials, in addition to the structural and electrical variability.

2. Experimental details

2.1 Viral-templated Au nanowire formation

The M13 bacteriophage was used as the template for Au nanowire synthesis. The M13 is a filamentous bacteriophage approximately 890 nm in length and 6.5 nm in diameter (supplementary content, Figure S1).[7] Each gold nanowire was formed from a single viral template. Viral-templated Au nanowires were assembled using a procedure which was similar to one previously described.[6] Briefly, silicon substrates with a thermal oxide layer for electrical isolation were pre-patterned with Ti/Au (10 nm/200 nm) contacts which were approximately 500 nm apart. The substrates were solvent cleaned and activated with oxygen plasma. M13 bacteriophages, genetically engineered to display an 8-mer Au-binding peptide (VSGSSPDS), were deposited onto the substrate immediately after activation by incubating the substrate in a 1.1 x 10^6 pfu/µL solution of Au-binding phage.[8] The substrates were washed in 0.7% Tween, a nonionic detergent, in tris-buffered saline and rinsed in deionized water. The substrates were placed directly in a 5 nm Au colloid solution at a
concentration of $5 \times 10^{13}$ particles/mL (Ted Pella) for 1 hour. The Au nanoparticles, which selectively bound to the bacteriophage, were used as seed crystals for the electroless deposition of Au which increased the size, connectivity, and electrical conductivity of the bio-templated Au nanowire wires. Electroless deposition occurred for 3.5 minutes in Nanoprobes GoldEnhance LM solutions A through D.

2.2 CdSe electrodeposition

The substrate was immersed in a Petri dish containing the CdSe electrodeposition solution. A coiled Pt wire circumscribing the substrate acted as the counter electrode. A probe station was used to contact a pair of pre-selected pads. A layer of nanocrystalline CdSe was then electrodeposited onto the Au nanowire and the two contact pads it spanned by applying -0.8 V (with respect to the Pt counter electrode) to both contact pads for 90 s unless otherwise stated. A previously reported solution chemistry was used for CdSe electrodeposition.[9] Briefly, the solution contained cadmium acetate (35 mM), sodium nitrilotriacetate (NTA, 100 mM), and sodium selenosulfate (50 mM Se dissolved in 100 mM Na$_2$SO$_3$ using a stock solution of 0.2 M Se stirred for about 2 h at approximately 60°C in a 0.4 M solution of Na$_2$SO$_3$).

2.3 Characterization

A scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI XL40 Sirion or FEI XL30 Sirion) was used to characterize the size and morphology of the Au nanowires and the electrodeposited CdSe. The mean width and standard deviation of each nanowire was computed by measuring the average edge-to-edge distance along the nanowire (see supplementary content). A minimum of 10 nanowires were analyzed at each electrodeposition time to evaluate wire-to-wire variation. The photoelectrical characterization of the samples was performed using two-terminal measurements and a solar simulator with a 300 W Xe lamp (Oriel). Current-voltage (I-V) measurements were recorded at room temperature both in the dark and under broadband illumination using a source-measure unit (Keithley 2635 SourceMeter). In addition, broadband photocurrent measurements were recorded as a function of time under a 1 V applied bias, while opening and closing a software-controlled mechanical shutter. A total power density of approximately 50 mW/cm$^2$ was measured within the 320-620 nm band of the broad spectrum light source.

3. Results and discussion
The SEM images in Figure 1 (a-c) show an individual phage-templated Au nanowire bridging the gap between two electrical contact pads, as well as Au nanowires with increasing CdSe electrodeposition times. (See supplementary content, Figure S2 for a low magnification core-shell nanowire image.) The deposition time was varied from 0 to 90 s. The templated Au nanowires are polycrystalline with nanoscale grains visible in the SEM and an average width of 64 +/- 18 nm. This geometry is comparable to other viral-templated Au nanowires fabricated in a similar manner.[6, 8] The electrodeposited CdSe film is polycrystalline and highly conformal to the underlying Au nanowire geometry. This morphology is consistent with that observed in a previous report using the same selenosulfate-based electrodeposition chemistry and conditions.[9] Furthermore, the deposition was radial to the Au nanowire (supplementary content, Figure S3). The CdSe thickness on the Au nanowire was controlled by the duration of the electrodeposition step. The average measured widths of the nanowires are plotted as a function of electrodeposition time showing wire-to-wire variations in Figure 1(d). The average width variation within an individual core-shell Au/CdSe nanowire is 14 nm (data not shown) and is relatively independent of electrodeposition time. The CdSe electrodeposition
partially smoothed the width non-uniformities observed in the Au nanowires, but did not eliminate them completely.

In order to investigate the resistance variability associated with viral-assembly method, the dark current of almost fifty individual Au nanowire cores was measured with a voltage of 1 V applied across the two contact pads. Measured currents ranged from open circuit to a few microamps depending on the initial Au nanoparticle coverage of the viral template and the connectivity of the Au nanoparticles within the nanowires following electroless deposition. Many of the Au nanowires exhibited a current decay with a lifetime on the order of 10s of seconds which was attributed to trap state filling during the measurement. The median current with 1 V applied bias was 45 nA and currents under 500 nA were found for ~80% of the measured Au nanowires. To understand the source of the resistance variations in the viral-templated structures, consider the assembly process. For each nanowire, the initial position and spatial density of the 5 nm Au seed crystals was slightly different. The phage templates with more tightly packed Au nanoparticles, produced more conductive nanowires than those with larger gaps between Au nanoparticles after the same Au electroless deposition time. Electrical behavior in Au nanowires with low connectivity was likely dominated by electron hopping conduction rather than free electron conduction, resulting in less conductive nanowires. This hypothesis was supported by the non-linear I-V behavior observed for many of the individual Au nanowires as shown in Figure 2(a). In this way, small differences in the initial nanoparticle spacing can lead to large changes in the dark current of the Au nanowire, which later serves as the core of the core-shell nanowire. For
these experiments, the variations enabled us to readily study the effect of the Au nanowire core resistance on the collection of photogenerated carriers in the CdSe shell.

Photocurrent measurements were made on both the Au nanowire cores alone as well as the Au/CdSe core-shell nanowires. The Au nanowire cores exhibited no electrical response to broad spectrum illumination, whereas a distinct photoresponse was observed in many of the core-shell nanowires. The I-V and photocurrent response of a typical Au/CdSe core-shell nanowire is shown in Figure 2(a-b). The slow current decay observed in the photocurrent measurement was attributed to the dark current characteristic of the underlying gold nanowire core. When the core-shell nanowire is illuminated the CdSe absorbs the above bandgap light, generating electron-hole pairs. The photogenerated carriers diffuse to the metal/semiconductor junction and are collected as photocurrent. The CdSe shell material acts as a photosensitizer while the underlying core material acts a conduit to current flow aiding in the collection of carriers. The electrical interaction between shell and core materials was further investigated by studying the photocurrent as a function of core-shell nanowire dark current, as shown in Figure 3. Collection of photogenerated carriers (or the photocurrent) increased with increasing nanowire conduction. The more conductive Au/CdSe core-shell nanowires were able to more effectively extract and collect the photogenerated carriers as current, reducing recombination losses and increasing the measureable photocurrent. The dependence of photocurrent on dark current is further indication of the electrical interaction between the CdSe shell and the Au nanowire core. If the core and sheath acted as two parallel, independent conduction pathways (as can be modeled by two parallel resistors) the resulting photocurrent would be constant regardless of core nanowire conduction. The dependence of photocurrent on nanowire resistance suggests that either the photogenerated carriers or the energy (i.e. Forster resonant energy transfer) from the photogenerated carriers was transferred from the CdSe shell to the gold nanowire core.[10-12] A measureable photocurrent was observed in about 40% of the Au/CdSe core-shell nanowires. The lack of photocurrent in some nanowires may be caused by disruption of
connectivity in these fragile nanostructures during electrodeposition or poor adhesion at the Au/CdSe interface caused by shrinkage of the CdSe nanocrystalline film during drying.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, individual Au nanowire cores were assembled using a viral-template and electrically characterized. A CdSe shell was then electrodeposited over the Au nanowire core to form single Au/CdSe core-shell nanowires. The CdSe shell material was found to act as a photosensitizer transferring photogenerated carriers or energy to the Au nanowire core for collection. The magnitude of the photocurrent collected depended on the overall resistance of the viral-templated core-shell nanowire.
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**Figure Captions:**

**Figure 1.** SEM images showing a viral-templated Au nanowire after increasing CdSe electrodeposition times: (a) no electrodeposition, (b) 20 s, and (c) 90 s. At longer electrodeposition times small cracks were visible in some of the nanowires, as shown in (c) near the junction of the nanowire and contact pad. The average width of the coated nanowires as a function of CdSe electrodeposition time is shown in (d). Error bars represent wire-to-wire variation.

**Figure 2.** (a) I-V characteristic for a gold/CdSe core/shell nanowire with and without broadband illumination. (b) The broadband photoresponse of an Au/CdSe core-shell nanowire measured as a function of time. The illumination is cycled OFF and ON allowing both the dark current and photocurrent (change in current when illuminated) to be measured with a 1 V applied bias.

**Figure 3.** The photocurrent (change in current when illuminated) of several core-shell nanowires under broadspectrum illumination is plotted versus dark current. Both photocurrent and dark current were measured with a 1 V applied bias.
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\textbf{Figure S1.} A Chimera drawing (not to scale) of the M13 bacteriophage with the dimensions and geometry of the viral template is shown\cite{S1}. The wild-type virus, approximately 890 nm long and 6.5 nm in diameter, is composed of five structural proteins: pIII, pV, pVIII, pIX, and pX. The two proteins most frequently used for phage display applications are shown here. Three to five copies of the pIII (or minor coat protein) are located at the proximal tip of the virus and 2700 copies of the pVIII (or major coat protein) run the length of the virus. (Not all 2700 copies are shown in the drawing.) The genetically modified phages used in these studies have a gold-binding peptide fused to the exposed end of every pVIII protein.
**Nanowire Width Measurement Procedure:** The nanowires formed by this viral-templating method displayed large variations in width, therefore the mean width of each wire was determined and used for analysis. To determine the mean width of each nanowire, high magnification SEM images were taken of individual nanowires. Each SEM micrograph was digitally rotated to align along the vertical axis of the image. A Canny edge detector algorithm, a computational algorithm used frequently to define the edges in a wide range of images, was applied to quantitatively define the edges of the nanowire in each image [S2]. Along each pixel down the nanowire, the edge-to-edge distance was measured. The average edge-to-edge distance was reported as the nanowire width.

**Figure S2.** A low magnification SEM image of an Au/CdSe core-shell nanowire.

**Figure S3.** A cross-sectional SEM image of a CdSe coated Au nanowire prepared by FIB showing radial deposition of CdSe. (inset) A schematic of the core-shell nanowire cross-section with the core, shell, and contact pad labeled is shown.
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